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  Script number: BCA-311-2

Production Note: Two neighbors are talking about ones new purchase of a Toro 
mower. One neighbor is persistently questioning the other about the performance of the mower while 
the other justifiably answers.

(LAWN MOWER ENGINE RUNNING AND SWEEPING FROM SIDE TO SIDE, NEIGHBOR 
INTERRUPTS WITH SCREAMING)

JOE: Hey there Terry! I see you got yourself a new lawn mower.

TERRY: Yeah, this new Toro Recycler has everything for all my lawn care needs.

JOE: You think so? Well how does it handle in a tufted hair grass?

TERRY: Well, a tufted hair grass grows really thick and hard so pushing a mower can be tough. 
My new Toro recycler senses and adapts to my walking speed to match my pace.

JOE: Oh Yeah? Well how about Kentucky bluegrass?

TERRY: You see Joe, Kentucky bluegrass is a very sticky grass. My Toro recycler is equipped 
with a easy to use quick wash port so I can attach a hose to the mower deck to easily 
clean the underside.

JOE: Alright wise guy. I know for a fact that nothing runs good when trimming feather reed 
grass.

Terry: Actually Joe, Feather reed grass grows taller and faster than weeds. My new Toro 
recycler comes with a twenty two inch recycler cutting deck. I can cut more feather reed 
grass in less time while improving the health of my lawn with a larger cutting width. 

JOE: Geez Terry! you sure know a lot about grass!

Terry: I know even more about the Toro recycler.

ANNCR: Toro mowers are engineered to efficiently handle extreme conditions and challenging 
terrain, without sacrificing cut quality - or your comfort. Get your new Toro recycler today for only 
three ninety-nine ninety-five at Tillmann Hardware of Beal City!


